Introduction 1
Community assembly can be defined as the construction and maintenance of local communities 2 through sequential arrival of potential colonists from an external species pool (Drake 1991, Fukami 3 2010). During assembly processes, the extinction of species from a local community or the migration of 4 species from an external species pool drive transitions from one community state to another. The order 5 and timing of species migration and extinction during community assembly influence structure (Drake is difficult to manipulate experimentally. Although a theoretical approach would be the alternative, 37 applying the approaches proposed by Law and Morton (1993) or Capitan et al. (2011) to handle 38 observational data is not straightforward. Since these approaches were proposed to analyze the 39 behavior of differential equations, we need to include a statistical framework to fit the parameters of 40 1 Figure 1 . Illustrative explanation of our approach. (A) we assume that the dataset includes occurrence 2 of species in local communities sampled from multiple sites and/or timepoints, with possibly 3 accompanying values representing local abiotic environment (explicit abiotic factors) (in the 4 illustration, circles and filled circles show species that is absent from or present in a local community, 5
and colors and size of ellipses represent differences in local abiotic environment). (B) dataset is 6 converted to matrices of presence/absence status, and explicit abiotic factors (if they are available). (C) 7 these matrices are used to fit parameters in a pairwise maximum entropy model. Here, p�σ � �⃗ ( ) � is the 8 probability of a community state σ � �⃗ ( ) (see Materials and Methods for the detail). (D) the fitted 9 pairwise maximum entropy model specifies an energy landscape network with nodes representing 10 community states and links representing transitions between community states. Analysis of the 11 topology and connectivity of this weighted network, i.e., energy landscape analysis, acknowledges (I) 12
the stable states (red and yellow filled-circles) and tipping points (green filled-circle), (II) 13 disconnectivity graph as the summary of hierarchical relationships between the stable states and 14 tipping points, (III) attractive basin of stable states (red and yellow circles indicate attractive basins of 15 the two stable states). (IV) We also able to emulate assembly dynamics constrained on the energy 16 landscape. 17
18
The purpose of this paper is to show how the energy landscape analysis allows us to systematically 19 and mechanistically study assembly dynamics. Understanding community assembly in terms of the 20 management of ecological systems has direct relevance to conservation biology, agriculture, and 21 medicine (Fukami et al. 2015) . In conservation biology, knowledge of the paths by which communities 22 are assembled helps ecologists to understand the role of history in shaping current communities, and 23 is important for effective community restoration (Drake 1990, Pimm 1991, Lockwood and Pimm 1999, introduction. This is also relevant to agriculture, e.g., the successful inoculation of agricultural soils 28 with beneficial fungi or other microbes may depend on the timing of inoculation relative to plant 29 abiotic factors) and examined the relationship between the correctness of inferred energy landscape 23 and the dataset size. Subsequently, to demonstrate the application of our approach to a real 24 community, we applied the same analysis to the mouse gut microbiota. We found two alternative 25 stable states and investigated how change in their relative stability affects community dynamics 26 across age. We discuss the significance of our approach to community assembly studies, as well as 27 studies on regime shifts and applications to ecosystem management. 28 29 30
Results

31
Analysis of metacommunity models 32 We first explain the basic concepts and work flow of our approach, using an eight species 33 metacommunity model with predefined (virtual) parameters. As explained in Materials and Methods, 34
we regard the energy minima as stable states henceforth. 35
36
Basic Concepts -The eight-species metacommunity model is defined so that it has three alternative 37 stable states ( Fig. 2a ). We regard them as stable states A, B and C. The energy of A, B and C were -38 10.56, -10.49 and -9.70, respectively, and these values corresponded to their probability (Fig. 2b ). The 39 relative basin size of A, B, and C is shown in Fig. 2c . The height of the energy barrier for the transition 40 between stable states is shown in Fig. 2d and was estimated as the difference of energy between the 1 departed stable state to the tipping point (indicated as b1 and b2 in Fig. 2a ). The energy landscape 2 acknowledges the hierarchical relationship among the three alternative stable states in this model. 3
There was a tipping point b1 at -9.97 that connects stable state A and B ( Fig. 2a ). This means that b1 4 connects the attractive basin of stable state A (BA) and that of stable state B (BB) at this energy level. 5
A second tipping point b2 was found at -8.49 ( Fig. 2a ) that connects b1 and C. This means that the 6 union of the two basins BA and BB (BAB) was connected to the attractive basin of stable state C (BC) via 7 b2 at this energy level. Emulating community assembly dynamics -To consider the effect of the energy landscape on the 22 community assembly dynamics, we considered the transition dynamics between stable states (steady 23 state dynamics) rather than the dynamics initiated by absence of species (transient dynamics) because 1 these provide general information on energy landscape dynamics, and have implications on the 2 ecosystem management issues that deals with transition between established communities. 3 4
Transitions between A and B occurred more frequently than between A or B to C ( Fig. 3a ) because of 5 the lower energy barrier between them ( Fig. 2d ). We considered two strategies to investigate the 6 transition dynamics between the stable states: the first one focused on tipping points and basin 7 boundary and the second one focused on the paths connecting two stable states. Here, we considered 8 transition between the stable states A and C. 9
10
Since energy of the tipping point between A and B (b1) was lower than that of A and C (b2), we needed 11 to consider the boundary between B AB and B C rather than B A and B C for transition between A and 12 C. There were 186 boundary pairs that constituted the basin boundary between B AB and B C . We 13 performed a numerical simulation (10 5 steps heat-bath algorithm) and calculated the frequency that 14 each boundary pair was visited ( Fig. 3b ). There was a negative correlation between the frequency and 15 the energy of boundary pairs (Pearson's correlation coefficient, -0.53, P<0.001). The top 10 low energy 16 boundary pairs (5.3% of all boundary pairs) covered 56.7% of visited boundary pairs during transition 17 ( Fig. 3c ), and these pairs included tipping point b2 (Table 1 ). This result shows that we can 18 characterize the transition between stable states using a small number of critical community states. 19
The set of these community states can be understood as the channel that mediates transition between 20 alternative stable states. 21
22
Since hamming distance between A and C was 7, there were 5040 (= 7!) possible paths connecting A 23 and C with the shortest path length. However, there may be a small number of effective paths since 24 the paths that eventually connect two states will have lower PE(P i ) than the others. Figure 3d shows 25 the negative correlation between PE and the frequency of paths (Pearson's correlation coefficient was -26 0.43, P<0.001). Here, the top 20 low PE paths (0.3% of all paths) covered 19.2% of transitions between 27 A and C ( Fig. 3e ), again indicating that there was a relatively small fraction of paths that eventually 28 connected stable states A and C. Since coverage of these paths will decrease when considering paths 29 with different length (i.e., L = 8,9, …), we need to consider many more paths as eventual transition 30 paths. However, the presented result has implications for effective sequencing of species introduction 31 or removal to control community states. As is shown by the emulated community assembly dynamics 32 here, some low PE paths will be more efficient than others that would be selected by random trials. cumulative probability distribution of (d). Points were indicated by the rank of paths with ascending 8 order of their PE. (a-c) were calculated from a numerical simulation with 10 5 steps heat-bath 9 algorithm. For (d-e), we repeated 10 5 steps heat-bath simulations until we obtain 2,000 paths whose 10 length was 7. To obtain (a), we picked up the realized paths that start from one of the stable states and 11 arrive at one of the others. To obtain (d-e), we first picked up the realized paths that start from A (C) 12
and arrive at C (A) without visiting B, and pruned loops (intervals that come back to the same 13 community state) and removed redundancy (states that was not moved to other state), and then picked 1 up the path whose length was 7. Inferring energy landscape from observational data -In reality, the energy landscape analysis will be 10 applied after inferring the energy landscape from observational data. We examined the relationship 11 between the accuracy of the inferred energy landscape and the size of dataset used for the inference by 12 generating the dataset from the presented models. We evaluated the accuracy using Spearman's rank Application to real data 16 These results show how energy landscapes can be used to study community assembly dynamics and 17 indicate 100 samples are sufficient to infer the energy landscape of systems with eight species. We 18 applied this approach to the gut microbiome data of six mice with 96 samples and concluded that this 19 dataset was sufficient to apply our approach. Community states were represented by eight genus level 20
OTUs that can be identified as species in the above analysis, and we used age of mice as the abiotic 21 factor. 22
23
At the community level, there were two stable states C227 and C93 at initial age ( Fig. 6a ). C227 remained 24 until 72 weeks and showed reduced energy with increasing age. C93 had lower energy than C227, and 25 increased energy as age increased. C93 changed to C125 at 29 weeks of age and then showed reduced 26 energy with increasing age. C125 further changed to C253 at 38 weeks of age. The energy of C125 and C253 27 was lower than C227 up to 72 weeks of age. The difference in the height of the energy barriers between 28 the two alternative stable sates (i.e., distance between the stable states to the tipping point with 29 respect to y-axis in Fig. 6a ) decreased with increasing age until C125 changed to C253. These results 30
suggest that C93 is more representative of gut microbiota during early life stages. 31
32
The difference between C93 and C227 was the presence of a group of three genera (unclassified 33 Lachinospiraceae, unclassified Ruminococcaceae and Oscillospira) or Sutterella (Table 2) . Although
34
C93 did not contain Turicibacter and Bifidobacterium, these genera sequentially appeared as C93 35 changed to C253: Turicibacter appeared when C93 changed to C125 and Bifidobacterium appeared when 36 C125 changed to C253. These community level responses can be understood by analyzing the estimated 37 parameters. In figure 6b , the community level response is shown by the bars marked as 'Total' in 38 addition to the genus level responses. The net effect of biotic interactions (Σ j J ij σ i ( ) σ j ( ) ), the bacterial 39 responses to age (g i ϵ), and the implicit effect of abiotic factors (h i ; here, these values represent the sum 1 of the effects other than the bacterial response to age or the biotic interaction between bacteria) are 2 indicated by blue, orange and green, respectively. There were positive relationships among 3
Lachinospiraceae, Ruminococcaceae and Oscillospira ( Fig. 6c ) and these relationships were involved 4 most of the biotic interactions in C93, C125 and C253 (Fig. 6b ). The three genera had a negative 5 relationship with Suterella ( Fig. 6c ). Thus, they could be mutually exclusive, which was responsible for 6 the presence of two alternative stable states over age. Sutterella had a positive relationship with 7 Turicibacter and Bifidobacterium, supporting their presence in C227 (Fig 6b, c) . In contrast,
8
Turicibacter and Bifidobacterium had a negative relationship with Lachinospiraceae,
9
Ruminococcaceae and Oscillospira. Thus, they were absent from C93 and then appeared as an effect of 10 age. 11
12
The correlation between age and the occurrence of a genus became positive if g (genus level response 13 to age; Table 2 ) was positive; this correlation became negative when g was negative. The sum of g 14 across community members determined the community level response to age ( Fig. 6a ). Since both 15
Turicibacter and Bifidobacterium were positively affected by age, they appeared with increasing age 16 despite their negative relationship with Lachinospiraceae, Ruminococcaceae and Oscillospira. In Fig.   17 6b the effect of biotic interactions with Turicibacter in C125 was negative while it was positive in C253 18 because of a positive relationship with Bifidobacterium (Fig 6c) . The relationship between Turicibacter 19 and Bifidobacterium also facilitated the appearance of Bifidobacterium at 38 weeks of age ( Fig. 6a ).
20
Because of their positive relationship with age, the appearance of Turicibacter and Bifidobacterium 21 changed the community level response to age when C93 changed to C125 and C125 changed to C253. 22
23
Our result showed that there were two alternative stable states and their relative stability (difference 24 in the height of the energy barriers between them) changed over age. To examine how this result 25 explains microbial population dynamics represented by relative abundance data, we applied analysis 26 of similarity (ANOSIM) to abundance of the 8 genera used for the energy landscape analysis. ANOSIM 27 statistics of the abundance data grouped with age (4-28 or 48-72 weeks) across different individuals 28 was -884.8 (p<0.001), suggesting a difference in gut microbiota among early and later life stages. We 29 then grouped abundance data with individuals in 4-28 or 48-72 weeks and applied the same analysis. 30 ANOSIM statistics were -65.2 (p<0.001) for 4-28 weeks and -37.6 (p=0.097) for 48-72 weeks. Thus, 31
individual dependency of microbiota was strong in the early life stage and weakened in the later life 32 stage. This was in correspondence with the structure of the energy landscape at 4-28 weeks; since the 33 energy barrier was higher for C93 than C227 ( Fig. 6a ), community state would more likely remain in the 34 basin of C93 once it shifted from that of C227. At 48-72 weeks, switching between C227 and C253 is more indicated by red letters) and tipping points (dashed lines, community state is indicated by green 1 letters) are shown. Each line segment (labeled by community state C x at their right end) represents 2 the range of age with stable states (or tipping points). Subscripts in CX identifies a community type 3 where binary vectors are converted to a decimal number, e.g., (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) = 1, (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) = 2, 4 etc.. (b) Strength of the net effect of biotic interactions (Σ j J ij σ i ( ) σ j ( ) ), explicit abiotic factor (response to 5 age) ( ) and implicit abiotic factors (h i ) for each genus i (genus level effects) and their sum over 6 community members (community level effects),
( ) represents membership of each communities ( Table 2 ). For comparison, we set ϵ = 0.5. (c) 8 elements of biotic interactions (J ij ). The value represents the strength of association between two 9 genera (shown in columns and rows). There is a positive association between two genera if the value is 10 positive whereas there is negative association if it is negative. We developed a framework to study community assembly dynamics by incorporating a pairwise 20 and basin size of stable states (energy minima) as well as tipping points between them and overall 26 basin boundary structure (represented by boundary pairs). Disconnectivity graphs ( Fig. 2a, 4a) showed 27 the hierarchical relationships among alternative stable states and tipping points. Therefore, our 28 approach provides systematic understanding on the constraints of community assembly dynamics by 1 embedding the relationship of alternative stable states and other community states as the structure of 2 energy landscape. We also introduced a heat-bath (Gibbs sampling) algorithm (Gilks et al. 1996) to 3 emulate community assembly dynamics constrained on the energy landscape. We used it to evaluate 4 how transition paths between two alternative stable states were constrained by the basin boundary 5 structure. In our simulation, only 5.3% of basin boundary structure mediated 56.7% of realized 6 transitions ( Fig. 3c ). This suggests that a small fraction of community states may be a channel for 7 transition between alternative stable states, which would be a basis for developing an early warning 8 signal (Scheffer et al. 2012) for community level transitions. Furthermore, we showed that the sum of 9 energy that must go up over a path connecting two stable states ('path energy', PE) can inform how 10 easy the transition will occur with these sequences. It will help us to find reliable assembly sequences 11 by which we can easily change one community state to another. The presented approach can include 12 one or more abiotic factors that affect species occurrence, and thus addresses change in energy 13 landscape structure along these environmental axes. We introduced a stable state diagram to 14 summarize the number and energy of stable states and tipping points ( Fig. 4g, 6a ), which indicated 15 change in constraints on community assembly dynamics along with the environmental gradient. We 16 also confirmed that energy landscapes can be reconstructed from observational data if dataset size was 17 sufficient. In short, our approach provided information on the constraints on community assembly environmental gradients, and allowed for simulation-based analysis. 20
21
In the mouse gut microbiota, our approach showed the presence of two alternative states over age ( Fig.  22 6a). The difference between the two stable states was characterized by presence of Suterella or 23 unclassified Lachinospiraceae, unclassified Ruminococcaceae and Oscillospira ( Bifidobacterium due to their positive relationship. The transition between alternative stable states 37 tended to be unidirectional (from C227 to C93) in the early life stage and bidirectional in the later life 38 stage (between C227 and C125 or C253). The effect of changing relative stability between alternative 39 stable states was identified from relative abundance data using ANOSIM. This result shows that 40 while it replaces relative abundance by presence/absence status, the energy landscape analysis can 1 capture dynamic constraints behind community dynamics. The approach outlined here provided 2 mechanistic understanding of the processes that drive community assembly dynamics. Overall, this 3 approach allowed us to systematically and mechanistically analyze community assembly dynamics 4 across environmental gradients. will have important implications for ecosystem management. Further, our approach can provide both 36 systematic and mechanistic understanding of the processes that structure and maintain 37 spatiotemporal heterogeneity in the composition of ecosystems, and thus will make a significant 38 contribution to conservation of ecosystem function and services. 39
Although our approach has great potential to advance studies of community assembly and related 2 fields, it still has some flaws that need to be addressed. First, further verification is required to assess 3 the effect of replacing species' abundance with presence/absence status. Does the pairwise maximum 4 model always provide good approximation to the global phase space of ecological dynamics? For 5 example, since our approach relies on a gradient system, it cannot account for attractor dynamics that Science Foundation (to S.F.) and the Food Science Institute Foundation (to S.F.). We declare that we 2 have no conflict of interest. We assume that we have a dataset containing the composition of local communities in N samples. The 4 local community state is represented by a string of 0's (absence) and 1's (presence) whose length S is 5 the total number of species included in the whole dataset. Thus, there is a total of 2 S community 6 states. We denote a community state of kth sample as a random variable σ � �⃗ ( ) = (σ 1 ( ) , σ 2 ( ) , … , σ S ( ) ), 7
where σ i ( ) ∈ {0,1} for i = 1,2, … , S and k = 1,2, … , N. We denote the community states of N samples as 8 an S × N matrix X = {σ � �⃗ (1) , σ � �⃗ (2) , … , σ � �⃗ ( ) }. If available, the abiotic environment of the samples is 9
represented by a vector of length M that may include, for example, resource availability, pH, altitude, 10 or age of host organism, which is referred to as explicit abiotic factors. We denote the explicit abiotic 11
the abiotic factors of the kth sample. species is coupled to all others in a pairwise manner through J ij s, and correspondingly, J ij > 0 favors 30 the co-occurrence of species i and j and J ij < 0 disfavors the co-occurrence of species i and j. Here, 31
the term energy is used as the diversion from statistical physics since this model was first proposed in 32 this field (Brush 1967) . In ecology, it is nothing but a multiplier of the Napier's constant as in eq.(1), 33
i.e., the logarithm of the probability of a community state is inversely proportional to E�σ � �⃗ ( ) � where 34
. Hence, this equation implies that a community 35 state having lower energy than others is more frequently observed. 36
37
If observations on some abiotic factors are available, equation (2) can be extended to: 38
Here, g ij represents the effect of ith abiotic factor on the occurrence of jth species, and it is an 2 element of a M × S matrix g = �g ij � =1,2,…, ; =1,2,…, . Now, the first term of eq. (4) should be interpreted 3 as the net effect of implicit (unobserved) abiotic factors, while the second term represents the effect of 4 explicit (observed) abiotic factors. 5 6 Both eq. (2) and (4) are based on the pairwise interaction. Thus, it implicitly assumes that all higher-7 order occurrence patterns are well-captured by the information encapsulated in the first two moments. 8 This is relaxed by including the high order terms in these equations. However, such extension would 9 increase the dataset size required to obtain enough predictive performance (Nguyen et al. 2017) . 10
11
As we explained in Parameter fitting, the maximum likelihood estimates of h, J and g for 12 observational data can be obtained by the mean occurrences (number of occurrences) for each species, 13 the mean co-occurrences (number of co-occurrences) between each species and the cross-product 14 between the species and environment matrices. The relevance of the pairwise maximum entropy 15 model is grounded on the assumption that a statistical population of local community states satisfies 16 the principle of maximum entropy and the dataset is an unbiased (random) sample from such a 17 statistical population. We adopt this assumption as a working hypothesis for our analysis, although 18 relevance of this assumption requires further investigations. However, it is worth noting that the 19 principle of maximum entropy has a long history of theoretical development (Jaynes, 1957a, b) , and 20 played an important role for developing predictive models in a vast array of scientific fields 21 Ecological processes in pairwise maximum entropy model 26 We describe how the essential ecological processes that can shape local assemblages are involved in 27 our model. We present the following argument for conceptual clarity; the main purpose of this paper is 28 not to provide detailed analysis for discussing the relative strength of different processes. 29
30
In terms of temporal scale, our method infers the constraints of community assembly dynamics 31 attained by the set of species and environmental factors at an interval in which observations took 32 place. In other words, we do not account for the processes that can change the composition of species 33 pool, e.g., migration of species from the outside of the set of communities, and species extinction from 34 or evolution within the set of communities. These processes might be handled by extending our model, 35
though we do not consider this to avoid complications. 36
37
Even without considering these processes, local species assemblages are affected by numerous 1 deterministic and stochastic processes, typically including the response of species to abiotic 2 environment (environmental filtering), biotic interactions (biotic filtering), dispersal limitation, and 3 stochastic processes (e.g., disturbance, demographic stochasticity, and ecological drift) (Vellend 2010 , 4 Weiher et al. 2011 , Götzenberger et al. 2012 , HilleRisLambers et al. 2012 , Wisz et al. 2013 ). As in eq. 5
(2) and (4), our model explicitly accounts for the effect of abiotic factors and biotic interactions. On the 6 other hand, stochasticity is implemented by the absolute value of parameters. To explain this, let us 7 introduce a control parameter τ ∈ (0, ∞) and denote h/τ, J/τ and g/τ. We can characterize the 8 relative strength of stochasticity in community assembly processes in terms of . When → ∞, the 9 differences among species disappear. This means that all community states will be equally observed, 10
i.e., p�σ � �⃗ ( ) � = 1/2 S for k = 1, … , N. On the other hand, augments the difference in deterministic 11 effects on species' occurrence when → 0. In this limit, p�σ � �⃗ ( ) � of a community state having the 12 smallest energy approaches 1 while that of the others approach 0. Community state is fixed to a 13 composition since any stochastic effects have disappeared. This consideration highlights that the (σ � �⃗ ( ) ) and the co-occurrence be 〈σ i σ j 〉 * = 1/2 ∑ ( ) 2 =1 ( ) (σ � �⃗ ( ) ). The 6
parameter h and J can be fitted to the data by iteratively adjusting 〈 〉 * and 〈 〉 * toward 〈 〉 7 and 〈 〉, respectively, by updating the parameters as 8
J ij new ← J ij old + log〈σ i σ j 〉/〈σ i σ j 〉 * 10 at each step. Here, 〈σ i 〉 and 〈σ i σ j 〉 is mean occurrence and co-occurrence calculated from the 11 observational data. We set α = 0.25 and the number of iteration as 5,000. guarantees. The advantage of this algorithm is Z (eq. (3)) does not have to be calculated at each step, 28 which significantly improves computational efficiency. This is due to the use of a heat-bath algorithm 29 that only requires calculating energy of two adjacent community states. The procedure iterates 30 through the following three steps as many times as needed (Here, we set T = 50000 for these 31 analyses). 2. Calculate learning rate l as: 37 l = l 0 1000 999 + , 38 momentum m as: 1 = 0.9 �1 − 1 0.1t + 2 �, 2 and logistic priors as p h = −tanh (h/2/2)/2, p g = −tanh (g/2/2)/2 and p J = −tanh (J/0.5/2)/2. Here, l 0 3 is the initial learning rate and we set it as 1. transition from the current community state σ � �⃗ ( ) to one of its S adjacent community state σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) , 7 selected with probability 1/S, was attempted (σ � �⃗ ( ) and σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) differs only with respect to the 8 presence/absence status of one of S species). The transition to the selected state took place with 9 probability e −E�σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) � /(e −E(σ � �⃗ ( ) ) + e −E(σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) ) ) (e −E(σ � �⃗ ( ) ) and e −E(σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) ) are given by eq. (4)). 10 11 4. Subtract the simulated sufficient statistics from the observed ones to calculate the approximate 12 likelihood gradient. Sufficient statistics are calculated as, 1 = XX t , and SS2 = Y × X. Here, X = 13 �σ � �⃗ ( ) � k=1,2,,…,N is the matrix of presence/absence status and Y = � ( ) � k=1,2,,…,N is the matrix of abiotic 14
factors. Then, we obtain the difference of sufficient statistics as: 15
and 17
Here, SS1 * and SS2 * is the sufficient statistics calculated for actual data. convergence to the maximum likelihood estimates (Younes 1999, Salakhutdinov and Hinton 2012) . 7
The approximate likelihood gradients in Step 5 match those of gradient descent, except that they are 8 averaged over a set of Monte Carlo samples rather than over all possible community states. These 9 gradients were augmented with a momentum term (Hinton 2012 ) and by regularizers based on a 10 logistic prior with location 0 and scale 2.0 (for environmental responses) or 0.5 (for pairwise 11 interactions). link only if they take the opposite status (i.e., 0/1) for just one species. In other words, the hamming 18 distance between two adjacent nodes is always 1. To each node, E(σ � �⃗ ( ) ), i.e., the energy of the 19 corresponding community states σ � �⃗ ( ) , is assigned. The distribution of energy over the network 20 characterizes the energy landscape. Energy landscape analysis is a methodology to analyze the 21 topology and connectivity of this high dimensional phase space represented as a weighted network 22 Energy minima -A local minimum is a node with energy less than all S neighboring nodes. We 26 exhaustively examined whether each of the 2 S nodes were local minima. Since the local minima have 27 the lowest energy compared to all neighboring nodes, these corresponding community states constitute 28 end-points when assembly processes are completely deterministic (i.e., when community states must 29 always go down the energy landscape). We identified energy minima as stable states of the community 30 assembly dynamics. Presence of alternative stable states can be identified as multiple energy minima 31 within an energy landscape. 32
33
Basin of attraction -The attractive basin of an energy minimum was computed as follows. First, we 34 selected a node i in the energy landscape. If the selected node was not a local minimum, we moved to 35 the node with the lowest energy value among the nodes adjacent to the current node. We repeated 36 moving downhill in this manner until a local minimum was reached. The initial node i belongs to the 37 basin of the finally reached local minimum. We ran this procedure for each of 2 S nodes. The basin size 38 of a local minimum is the fraction of nodes that belong to the basin of the local minimum. When 39 assembly processes are completely deterministic, all the community states belonging to an attractive 40 basin eventually reach one distinct stable state. We denote the basin of an energy minima A as B A 1 and union of the basin of A and B as B AB . 2 3 Disconnectivity graph, energy barriers and tipping points -A disconnectivity graph summarizes the 4 structure of the energy landscape. It can be obtained as follows, after obtaining the local minima. 5
First, we set an energy threshold value, denoted by E th , to the energy value of the community state 6 that attained the second highest energy value among the 2 S community states. Second, we removed 7 the nodes corresponding to the community states whose energy exceeded E th . When E th , is the second 8 highest energy, the node with the highest energy was removed. We also removed the links incident to 9 the removed nodes. Third, we checked whether each pair of local minima was connected in the reduced 10 network. Forth, we lowered E th to the next highest energy value realized by a community state. Then, 11
we repeated the third to fifth steps, that is, removal of the nodes and links, checking for connectivity 12 between local minima, and lowering of E th , until all the local minima were isolated. During this 13 process, for each pair of local minima, we recorded the lowest E th value below which the two local 14 minima were disconnected. This value is equal to the energy barrier that the assembly dynamics must 15 overcome to reach from one local minimum to another. We referred the community state having the 16 threshold energy value as a tipping point. Finally, we constructed a hierarchical tree whose terminal 17 leaves represented the local minima. The vertical positions of these leaves represent their energy 18 values. Those of the branches represent the height of the energy barrier that separates the local 19 minima belonging to the two branches. Thus, a disconnectivity graph represents the hierarchical 20 relationship among alternative stable states. Here, P i = { 1 , , … , } represents the ith path connecting A and B, and is the jth community 34 state on the path. θ( ) is a function that returns zero when x ≤ 0 and x when x > 0. We refer to 35 this value as an index of the ease of transition between community states. 36 37 1 dynamics constrained on an energy landscape. We employed the heat-bath (also known as Gibbs 2 sampling) method (Gilks et al. 1996) as follows. First, we selected an initial community state. Then, in 3 each time step, a transition from the current community state σ � �⃗ ( ) to one of its S adjacent community 4 state σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) , selected with probability 1/S, was attempted (σ � �⃗ ( ) and σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) differs only with respect to 5 the presence/absence status of one of S species). The transition to the selected community state took 6 place with probability e −E�σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) � /(e −E(σ � �⃗ ( ) ) + e −E(σ � �⃗ ( ′ ) ) ) . This procedure provides a sequence of transition 7 of community states constrained on an energy landscape, and we refer to it as the emulated 8 community assembly dynamics. 9 10 11 Sample Data for demonstration 12 Eight-species metacommunity model -To explain the basic concepts and work flow of the analysis, we 13 use an eight species metacommunity model with predefined (virtual) parameters. Therefore, 14 parameters for the model were not inferred from real data but given a priori. The parameter values 15 were selected so that the system had three alternative stable states. We first evaluated the model 16 without no explicit environmental factors, i.e., we set parameters for the biotic interactions (J) and the 17 responses to implicit abiotic factors (h). We then extended the same model by including an explicit 18 abiotic factor (ϵ), and set the additional parameters (g) for the responses to the explicit abiotic factor. 19
Since we assumed only one abiotic factor, ϵ and g were defined as vectors with N elements instead of 20 matrices. Values of these parameters are presented as supplementary information. 21
22
Mouse gut microbiota -We applied our approach to the data of gut-microbiota taken from the feces of 23 six male C57BL/6J mice, which is in the DDBJ database (http://trace.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/DRASearch/) under 24 accession number DRA004786 (Nakanishi et al. submitted). Feces were sampled once every 4 weeks 25 between 4 to 72 weeks of age, thus 18 data points were obtained per mouse. Hence, 96 data points are 26 available. We transformed the relative abundance data into presence/absence data by setting a cutoff 27 level as 1%, and we picked up OTUs that found between 20% to 80% samples. As the result we 28 obtained the presence/absence status of 8 OTUs specified at the genus level. We also used age of 29 mouse (4-72 weeks) as an explicit environmental parameter. In the analysis, we scaled 4-72 weeks to a 30 value within a 0-1 range. We assumed that 4 weeks interval was sufficiently longer than the transient 31 dynamics of the gut microbiota (Gerber 2014), and treated microbiota composition of the same mouse 32 at different ages as independent data. Since we included only age as the abiotic factor in the analysis, 33 ϵ and g were defined as vectors with N elements instead of matrices. 
